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TOPOLOGICAL AND ANALYTIC CLASSIFICATION OF PLANE
CURVE SINGULARITIES DEFINED BY zn+a(y)z+b(y)

WITH MUlTIPLICITY n AND ITS APPLICATION

CHUNGHYUK KANG AND SANG MOON KIM

O. Introduction

Let V= fey, z) : fey, z) =o} be an analytic subvariety of a polydisc
in C2 with (0,0) E V and the only singular point where I is holomor
phic near (0, 0) and square-free. Assume that I begins with terms of
degree n : I = In (y, z) -j- terms of degree::,>n where fn is a homogeneous
polynomial of degree n. Then we call n the multiplicity of .f. If
n = 2, then we see easily that f is topologically and at the same time
analytically equivalent to Z2 + yk. If n:2: 3, then let f be of the form:
f=zn+a(y)yaz+b(y)yfJ where a, (3 are positive integers; a(y), bey) are
nowhere vanishing holomorphic functions near y~O; 71 is the multipli
city of f. Then we will explicitly classify the f topologically, and
analytically in section 2 except that f=zn+yn-lz+ky" is homogeneous,
square-free and n :2:4. As a result, we can completely classify plane
curve singularities with multiplicity three topologically and analytically.
='Jext, particularly let ft=::3+ y4Z +ty6 for any complex number t where
each ft is square-free. Let !L t=dimO'.1UJ, ).it=dim()/Ut,.1Ut))
and wt=dim 0.' MCft) as C-vector spaces where 0 is the ring of germs
of holomorphic functions near the origin in C2 ; .1 (f) is the ideal in

o generated bv ~f, ~f; U,.1 U)) is the ideal in 0 generated bv. oy uZ •

f, ~:' i: ;MU) is the ideal 0 generated by f, y ~;, :: ~{, y ~:'

Z ~:. Then,ut =).it = la and W t = 12 for all t. Then even if we know

that the invariance of Milnor's number implies the invariance of the
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topological type of ft> we will prove that ft and fs are analytically
equivalent if and only if r=t2• Thus we prove that even if f.lt, l)t and
W t are constant, respectively, it does not imply analytic equivalence.

1. Known preliminaries

DEFINITION 1. 1. Let V= {(y, z) : fey, z) =o} and W= {(y, z) : g(y, z)
=o} be germs of analytic varieties of a polydisc in C2 where f, g are
holomorphic and square-free near the origin and the origin is the only
singular point of V and W, both. V and Ware said to be topologi
cally equivalent if there exists a germ at the origin of homeomorphisms
cjJ: (Uh O)-7(U2,0) such ihat cjJ(V)=W and cjJ(O) =0 where U1 and
U2 are open subsets containing the origin in C2• In this case we call
fey, z) and g(y, z) topologicallyequivalent and denote this relation by
frvg. Also, V and Ware said to be analytically equivalent if there
exists a germ at the origin of biholomorphisms cjJ: (Uh 0) -7 (U2, 0)
such that cjJ(V) = W and cjJ(O) =0 where U1 and U2 are open subsets
containing the origin in C2. In this case we call f (y, z) and g(y, z)
analytically equivalent and denote this relation by f'Z g.

Let 0 be the ring of germs of holomorphic functions near the origin
in C2. Let f be a Weierstrass polynomial in z of multiplicity n. Then
f has the form: f=zn+···+biyaizn-i+···+bnyan where the bi=bi(y)
are units in 0 and the ai are positive integers for 1::::;; i ::::;; n.

Then we have the following well-known theorem.

THEOREM 1.2. Let f=zn+···+biyaizn-i+···+bnyan be an irreducible

Weierstrass polynomial in O. Then an::::;; a.i for all i. Moreover, if an
n t

=nk for some positive integer k, then an = a.i for l::::;;i::::;;n-1.
n t

Proof. See [1, Theorem 2.2J.

COROLLARY 1. 3. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 2 are satis
fied. If n a1u1 an are relatively prime, then f is irreducible in 0 if and

only if an ::::;; a.i for 1::;;i::;;n-1. Moreover, if ~< a.i for all i=l=n,
n t n t

then f and zn+yan are topologically equivalent near the origin without
assumption of the irreducility of f.

THEOREM 1. 4 (Zariski, Milnor). Let ft(y, z) be Weierstrass polyno-
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mials in % of the form ft=%"+al (y, t)%,,-l+···+a;(y, t)zn-;+···+a,,(y, t)
where the a;(y, t) are holomorphic functions near y=O with a; (0, t) =0
and the a;(y, t) are complex continuous functions near t=O for i=l, .••, n.
Let the %-discriminant of ft be Dt=yNtu(y, t) near (y, t) = (0,0) where
the u(y, t) are nowhere vanishing continuous near (y, t) = (0,0). If Nt
is constant near t=O, then the ft are toPologically equivalent near t=Q.

, ",' .' I"" :',,' ", "'" ,,, '" ",', ".' ", ' " ,'I'" """,' ,,"'" " ~'''". " ' " ' , ' ~

Let 0" dEmote the ring of germs of holom()~phic functions near the
origin in Cn for n~2. If (V,O) is a germ at the origin of a hypersur
face in Cn, let I(V) be the ideal of functions in 0" vanishing on V,
and let f be a generator of I (V). Let

A(V) =Onl (f, :~, .. ', ;;")0,,

B(V)=Onl (f, %.;;.)On l~i,j~n.
J

THEOREM 1.5 (Mather-Yau). SupPose that (V, 0) and (W, 0) are germs
of hypersurfaces in Cn, and V-O is nonsingular. Then the following
conditions are equivalent.

(i) (V,O) and (W,O) are biholomorphically equivalent.
(ii) A(V) is isomorphic to A(W) as a C-algebra.

(iii) B(V) is isomorphic to B(W) as a C-algebra.

2. Topological and analytic classification of plane curve singu
larities defined by zn+az+b with its multiplicity n

Let V= {(y, z) :f=%n-naytz%+ (n-1)byP=0} be an analytic subvariety
of a polydisc in C2 where a=a(y) and b=b(y) are nowhere vanishing
holomorphic functions near y=O, n is the multiplicity of f and f is
square-free. Note that the %-discriminant of f is D(f) =c(anyur+b"-l
yP(n-D) for some constant c. By a nonsingular change of coordinate,
clearly f is analytically equivalent to h=%n+yaz+Ayp where A is no
where vanishing holomorphic near y=O and D(h) is not identically
zero. So it is enough to classify h topologically, and analytically
except that h is homogeneous and n~4.

THEOREM 2.1. The above V can be completely classified up to toPolo
gically equivalence. For brevity let f=%"+ytz%+AyP be a generator of
V. Then we have the following cases.

(1): Let f be irreducible in 0, that is, _a_>l... and (n, fi) = 1 by
n-1 n
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Corollary 1.3. Then f"'zn+yfJ. Also, if g=zn+yTz+ByO where -I.-.
1
>

n-

~, (n, 0) =1 and B(y) is a unit in 0, then f"'g if and only if {3=0.
n

Now consider those f which are reducible in O.

(2): Let _a_<Ji. and _a_*!!!:.... for any positive integer m. Then
n-1 n n-1 n

f'" zn+ yaz. Also, if g=zn+ yTz+ Byo where -.I.-
1
<~ and --1..-

1
*!!!:....

n- n n- n
for any positive integer m, then f"'g if and only if r=a.

(3): Let ~1~.fi- and (n, f3) > 1. If DU) =yfJCn-Du(y) where
n- n

u(y) is a unit in 0, then f"'zn+yfJ. Also, if g=zn+yTz+Byo where

_r_~~ and (n, 0) >1 and D(g) :"-yoCn-Dv(y) a unit in 0, then f"'g
n-1 n
if and only if {3=0.

(4): Let ~1--:..fi-. But if DU) =yna+Pu(y) and p is a positive
n- n

integer where u(y) is a unit in 0, then f"'zn-nyaz+ (n-1)yfJ+yfJ+P.

Also, if g=zn-nyTz+(n-1)yo+yo+q where _r_=~ and q is a posi
n-1 n

tive integer, then f"'g if and only if {3=0 and p=q.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof just follows from Theorems 1.2
. a m

and 1. 4. Note that we add the assumption that --1-*- for any
n- n

positive integer m in case (2) because we want to separate the above
four cases topologically.

Thus any f of the form zn+yaz+AyfJ where D(f) *0 and A is a
unit in 0 belongs to exactly one of the above cases topologically.

COROLLARY 2. 2. If the multiplicity of f is three, then f can be
completely classified topologically.

Therefore, to classify the above V analytically it is enough to consi
der each case in Theorem 2.1, respectively.

(i) Let f=zn+yaz+AyfJ be irreducible in 0 as in case (1) of The-

orem 2. 1. That is, ~1>.P.. and (n, f3) = 1. Then analytic classfica
n- n

tion of case (i) follows from Theorems 2. 4 and 2. 5.

b h·d . d b of of of ofLet M(f) e t e 1 eal m 0 generate y f, z oz' Y;)y':Y-fi' z oy •
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Then by Theorem 1. 5 (Mather-Yau) we are going to just compute
MU) and dim 0/ MU) over the complex field.

LEMMA 2.3. Let f=z,,+yaz+Ayll be irreducible in 0 where A is a
unit in O. Then f~g=z"+yaz+yf3.

Proof. Compute MU) and M(g) directly. Then we get that MU)
=M(g) as ideal in O.

Thus if f=z"+yaz+A yf3 is irreducible in"O where A is a unit in
0, then it is enough to consider g=z,,+yaz+yf3.

THEOREM 2.4. Let f=z3+ yaz+yf3, (3, j3) =1 and ~ > ~. Then f is

analytically equivalent to exactly one of Z3+ya-kz + yll, z3+ ya-k+lz + yf3,
... , z3+yf3-1z+yf3~z3+yll where k is a greatest positive integer such

that a 2 k > ~ and -k+1s,8.

Proof. It is enough to compute the dimension of 0/ M(f) as vector
space over the complex field. Now we can see that if a is strictly
decreasing with a<,8 under the assumption, then the dimension is also
strictly decreasing. So, by Theorem 1. 5 the proof is done.

THEOREM 2.5. Let either f=z,,+yaz+yll or f=z"+yf3 with its multipli

city n~4, (n,,8) =1, and ~1>1- if the monomial yaz exists. Then
n- n

f is analytically equivalent to exactly one of z"+ya-kz+yll, z"+ ya-k+lz
+yf3, ' .• , z"+yf3-1z+ yf3, z"+yll where k is a greatest positive integer such

that a-
1
k >1- and a-k+1~,8.

n- n

Proof. The proof is as same as that of Theorem 2. 4. Note that if
the multiplicity of f is n~4 and f is irreducible in 0, then z"+ yf3-1z
+ yf3 and z,,+ yll are not analytically equivalent.

Consider other cases in Theorem 2. 1.

(ii) Let f=z,,+yaz+Ayf3 where ~1>1- and ~1 :j=!!!:.... for any
n- n n- n

positive integer m as in case (2) of Theorem 2.1. Then f~z"+yaz+yf3

and so f is analytically equivalent to exactly one of z,,+yaz+yf3-k, z"+
yaz+yf3-k+l, ' .., z,,+yaz+y2a-l where k is a greatest positive integer

such that _a_< ,8-k.
n-1 n
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(iii) Let _a_?:.£.. with (n, {3) =1 and D(J) =yCn-DPu(y) where
n-1 n

J=zn+y«z+AyP and u(y) is a unit in 0, as in case (3) of Theorem
2. 1. Then we are going to consider the following three subcases only
except for the case that n= (3.

(iiia ) ~1>£..>1 and l!- is a positive integer: Then Jzzn+y«z+yp
n- n n

and so J is analytically equivalent to exactly one of zn+yCPn+n-p)/nz +
yP, zn+yCPn+2n-p)/nz+yp, .••, zn+yP-lz+yp. Moreover, if g=zn+ yp and
h=zn+ypCn-D/nz, then any two of J, g and h are not analytically
equivalent.

(iiib) _a_=~>1: Then ~ is a postive integer. In this case Jz
n-1 n n

zn+y«z+cyP for some number c. If g=zn+y«z+dyP for some number
d, then Jz g if and only if cn-1=dn- 1.

(iiic) _a_>l....>1 and P:- is not an integer: Then J is analytically
n-1 n n

. equivalent to exactly one zn+y«-k+yP, zn+y«-Hlz+yP, .••, zn+yp-lz +

yP, zn+yp where k is a greatest positive integer such that a-k >l.....
n-1 n

(iv) Let _a_=~ and D(J) =yn«+pu(y) where J may be assumed
n-l n

to be zn-ny«z+(n-1)yP+A(y)yP+P,P is a positive integer and u(y),
A(y) are units in o. Then Jzzn-ny«z+ (n-1)yP+ yP+P. If gzzn-

nyTz+(n-l)yo+yo+q where -I-=~ and q is a positive integer, then
n-1 n

Jz g if and only if (3=(J and p=q.

To prove those cases (ii), (iii) and (iv) , we need just compute the
dimension of 0/M(J) as vector space over the complex field, except
for the subcase (iiic) only. Therefore, we are going to prove the
subcase (iiic) only.

For convenience let J and g be of the forms J=z3+y4z+ cy6 and
g=z3+y4z+dy6, respectively, with cd ,*0. Let ifJ be a germ of biholo
morphism near the origin in C 2 such that ifJ(z, y) = (w, v) and ifJ(O, 0)
= (0,0). Write w=Za«pz«yP and v=Zb«pz«yP with a+{3?:.1 where aoo
=boo=O and alobo1-aOlblO,*O. Then if J::::g, we get

(Za«p.z«yP) 3+ (Zb«pZ«YP) 4 •Za«pz«yP+c(Zb«p.z«yP) 6=u (z3+y4z+dy6)
where u=Zu«pz«yP is a unit in Q. Comparing those coefficients of
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%3, y3, %2y2, y4z, y6 on both sides, respectively, then we get following in
order:

%3 : alO3=uOO implies alO*O.
y3 : a013 =0 implies aOI =0.

2 •.2· 3! 2 • l'Z;y . 2T alO a02=0 Imp les a02=0.

y4z : ~ i aIOa022+b014alO=UOO implies b014alO=UOO.

y6 : a023+ bOI4a02 +CbOI6=duoo implies cb01
6= duoo.

From the above equations together we get
Cb012=dalO and b01

4=alO2.
Therefore, we conclude necessarily that c2 =d2• Conversely, by a non
singular change of coordinates (z, y) ~ (z, wy) with w4 =1, then c2 =d2

implies that z3+ y4z + cy6 and z3+ y4z +dy6 are analytically equivalent.
Similarly, if f=z3+y2m z + cy3m where m;;;:;2 is an integer, then we

can easily show that f;:::::.z3+y2m z +dy3m if and only if c2=d2 because
blow-ups preserve analytically equivalence. Moreover, by the similar
method we can prove that if f=zn+y(n-Vmz+cynm where m~2 is an
integer, then f-::::,zn+y(n-Vmz+dynm if and only if cn-l=dn- l.

Thus we classified completely the analytic subvatiety V = {(y, z) : f
= zn+yaz +byfJ = O} near the origin where n is the multiplicity of f, f
is square-free and b=b (y) is a unit in 0 except for the case that f is
homogeneous with n;;;:; 3.

COROLLARY 2. 6. If the multiplicity of f is three, then f can be com
pletely classfied analytically.

Proof. It is just enough to consider the case that ft=Z3+ y2Z+ty3
where each ft is square-free and homogeneous. Note that the ideals
MUt) in 0 are independent of t. By Theorem 1. 5, the It are analy
tically equivalent.

3. Some application

Let V t= {(y, z) : It(y, z) =O} be the family of germs of analytic
varieties where (0,0) E Vt are the only singular point and the It are
square-free for each t.

Let .ut =dim 0/L1 Ut)
l-'t =dim 0/ (It> L1 (ft))
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and wt=dim 0/M(ft) as C-vector space where .d(f) = (fy,f>:), (f,
.d(f)) = (f, fy, f>:) and MU) = (f, zf>:, yfy, zfy, yf>:) are ideals in O.

THEOREM 3. 1. Let Vt be defined as above. If f.lt> Vt and W t are cons
tant, respectively, then Vt may not be analytically equivalent.

Proof. For example, let ft=z3+y4z+ty6. Then f.lt=vt=10 and
w t=12 if ft is square-free for each t. But we know that ft and f$ are
analytically distinct if and only if r=t-t2•
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